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APRESENTAÇÃO 

 
O Programa Polar Português (PROPOLAR) promove anualmente a Conferência 
Portuguesa de Ciências Polares, para a discussão de ideias e resultados, identificação de 
novas áreas de investigação e fomento de colaborações entre os cientistas portugueses, 
e com seus parceiros internacionais. Este ano a conferencia decorre num enquadramento 
particularmente volúvel, mas que fomenta a oportunidade para tomar medidas para um 
futuro energética e ambientalmente mais sustentáveis, baseado no conhecimento 
científico. Daí o lema “Fomentar a ciência polar num planeta sustentável”, que engloba a 
necessidade da procura do conhecimento para explicar os processos passados e 
presentes nas regiões polares que podem projetar e prevenir os impactos nestes 
ambientes e nos seus biomas, e no futuro do clima global. 
 
Mais que nunca, sentimos atualmente os efeitos das alterações climáticas. Em Portugal 
somos confrontados com ondas de calor, baixa pluviosidade e seca extrema, e estas 
mudanças entram apressadamente nas vidas de todos. Em conjunto com outras 
pressões, percebe-se a necessidade de alterar hábitos, consumir menos energia e 
diversificar e favorecer as fontes com menor impacto no ambiente e no clima. 
 
Estes impactos são globais, mas com intensidades distintas, e as regiões polares são 
particularmente afetadas. E no entanto, são elas próprias um importante condicionador 
do clima e as maiores reservas de água do planeta. Os sucessivos relatórios do Painel 
Intergovernamental sobre Alterações Climáticas (IPCC), indicam que o aumento da 
temperatura global ultrapassará os 2ºC num futuro próximo, enquanto que as 
temperaturas estivais no Ártico e na Antárctica sobem já a níveis antes impensáveis, 
reforçando que, apesar de os dois polos apresentarem realidades muito diferentes, 
ambos estão sujeitos a drásticas e rápidas mudanças. 
 
É clara a importância de perceber as causas, processos e os impactos destas mudanças. 
A comunidade científica polar portuguesa investiga os fenómenos atmosféricos, 
biológicos, criosféricos, geológicos e oceânicos, que ocorrem nas regiões polares mas que 
têm consequências globais. Tendo em conta a magnitude e diversidade de temas e 
desafios, a nossa dimensão e distância às regiões polares, Portugal, através do PROPOLAR 
com o apoio da Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia (FCT) fomenta parcerias 
científicas, nacionais e internacionais, fundamentais para consolidar conhecimentos e 
antecipar e prevenir, ou mitigar, cenários futuros. 
 
A XIV Conferência Portuguesa de Ciências Polares, organizada pelo Centro de Ciências do 
Mar do Algarve, terá lugar no Campus da Penha da Universidade do Algarve em Faro, nos 
dias 18 e 19 de Novembro de 2022, em formato presencial. 
 
Esperamos poder contar com a vossa presença, 
  
A comissão organizadora 
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FOREWORD 
 
The Portuguese Polar Program (PROPOLAR) annually supports the Portuguese 
Conference on Polar Sciences, for the discussion of ideas and results, identification of 
new areas of investigation and promotion of collaborations between Portuguese 
scientists and their international partners. This year the conference takes place in 
particularly unpredictable times, but which encourage the opportunity to take measures 
for a more energetically and environmentally sustainable future, based on scientific 
knowledge. Hence the motto “Fostering polar science on a sustainable planet”, which 
encompasses the need to seek knowledge to explain past and present processes in polar 
regions that can project and prevent impacts on these environments and their biomes, 
and on the future of the global climate. 
  
More than ever, we are currently feeling the effects of climate change. In Portugal we are 
faced with heat waves, low rainfall and extreme drought, and these changes quickly enter 
everyone's lives. Together with other pressures, this emphasizes the need to change 
habits, consume less and diversify and favor more environmentally friendly energy 
sources. 
 
These impacts are global, but with different intensities, and the polar regions are 
particularly affected. And yet, they are themselves an important climate modulator and 
contain the largest water reserves on the planet. Successive reports from the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) indicate that the increase in global 
temperature will exceed 2ºC soon, while summer temperatures in the Arctic and 
Antarctic are already rising to previously unthinkable levels, reinforcing that, despite the 
two poles present very different realities, both are subject to drastic and rapid changes. 
 
The importance of understanding the causes, processes and impacts of these changes is 
clear. The Portuguese polar scientific community investigates atmospheric, biological, 
cryospheric, geological and oceanic phenomena that occur in polar regions but have 
global consequences. Considering the magnitude and diversity of themes and challenges, 
our dimension and distance to the polar regions, Portugal, through the PROPOLAR) with 
the support of the Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT) promotes scientific 
national and international partnerships, fundamental for consolidating knowledge and 
anticipating and preventing, or mitigating, future scenarios. 
 
The XIV Portuguese Conference on Polar Sciences, organized by the Centro de Ciências 
do Mar do Algarve, will take place at the Penha Campus of the University of Algarve in 
Faro, on the 18th and 19th of November 2022, in a face-to-face format. 
 
We hope to count on your presence, 
 
The organizing committee 
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ORGANIZAÇÃO | ORGANIZATION 
 
Centro de Ciências do Mar do Algarve (CCMAR), Universidade do Algarve 
 
 

COMISSÃO ORGANIZADORA | ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 
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ORADORES CONVIDADOS | KEYNOTE SPEAKERS 
 
 
Liang Biao Chen – College of Fisheries and Life Sciences, Shanghai Ocean University, China 
(via Zoom) 
 
Arja Rautio – Thule Institute and Faculty of Medicine, University of Oulu, Finland 
 
Agnieszka Kruszewska – Institute of Biochemistry and Biophysics Polish Academy of 
Sciences, Poland 
 
Krzysztof Otto – Institute of Geophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Poland 
 
Catarina Magalhães – CIIMAR – Centro Interdisciplinar de Investigação Marinha e 
Ambiental, Universidade do Porto, Portugal  
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PROGRAMA | PROGRAMME 
 
 

18 de Novembro | 18th November 
 
 

XIII Workshop da APECS Portugal | XII APECS Portugal Workshop – A Snowy 
Road to One Health 
 
09h00 Morning Introduction por APECS Portugal 
 
09h20 Pedro M. Guerreiro, CCMAR-Universidade do Algarve 
 
10h00 Arja Rautio, University of the Arctic, University of Oulu, Finland 
 
10h30 Coffee-break  
 
10h50 Filipa Samarra, University of Iceland 
 
11h25 Kahoot Game  
 
12h30 Wrap Up & Lunch 
 
14h00 Sessão de abertura (tarde) |Afternoon Introduction 
 
14h10 Agnieszka Kruszewska, Institute of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Polish Academy 
of Sciences, Poland 
 
14h45 TBA 
 
15h20 Coffee-break 
 
15h45 Debate 
 
16h45 Wrap up Final 
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19 de Novembro | 19th November 
 

XIV Conferência Portuguesa de Ciências Polares | XIV Portuguese 
Conference on Polar Sciences 
Fomentar a ciência polar num planeta sustentável | Fostering polar science 
on a sustainable planet 
 
 

08h00   Registo dos participantes | Participant registration 
 
08h30   Sessão de abertura | Opening session 
Adelino Canário and Jorge Gonçalves (CCMAR), Pedro Ferreira (FCT Polar Office), Gonçalo Vieira 

(PROPOLAR), Pedro Guerreiro (14CPCP) 

 

Sessão Institucional e Colaborativa | Institutional and Collaborative Session 
 
08h45 How does PROPOLAR support the Portuguese polar community? 

Maria Teresa Cabrita (PROPOLAR)  

09h00 Finnish Arctic and Antarctic Research and the One-health initiative 
Arja Rautio (Research University of the Arctic and University of Oulu, Finland)  

09h15 Poland's research in Antarctica – Polish Antarctic Station H. Arctowski  
Agnieszka Kruszewska (Institute of Biochemistry and Biophysics of the Polish Academy of 

Sciences, Poland)  

09h30 Polish Polar Stations in Spitsbergen - infrastructure and monitorings 
Krzysztof Otto (Institute of Geophysics of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Poland)  

09h45 AIR Centre - Atlantic International Research Centre and PhD Grant opportunities 
in Polar Science 

José Luiz Moutinho (Atlantic International Research Centre)  

 
Orador convidado | Invited scientific lecture (Zoom)  
Chair: Adelino Canario (CCMAR, Portugal and SHOU, China)  

10h00 Population Genomics of an icefish, Chionodraco hamatus reveals mechanisms of 
glacier-driven adaptive radiation in Antarctic Notothenioids 

LiangBiao Chen (College of Fisheries and Life Sciences, Shanghai Ocean University, China)  

 
10H30 PAUSA E SESSÃO DE POSTERS | COFFEE-BREAK AND POSTER SESSION  

 
Sessão de Ciências Biológicas | Biological Sciences Session 

Chairs: Maria Teresa Cabrita (PROPOLAR) and Catarina Magalhães (CIIMAR)  
 

11h10 Small scale spatial variability in albatross demography linked to disease and 
extreme weather events 

Paulo Catry (MARE, ISPA)  

11h25 What’s on the menu? Feeding ecology of Antarctic toothfish in the Amundsen and 
Dumont d’Urville seas 
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José Pedro Quierós (MARE, UCoimbra)  

11h40 Evolution of the immune system in Antarctic notothenioids 
Cármen Sousa (CCMAR, UAlgarve)  

11h55 Projecting future climate change impacts on the distribution of pelagic squid in 
the Southern Ocean 

Miguel Guerreiro (MARE, ULisboa)  

12h10 Functional and molecular response of the stress axis in Notothenia 
rossii acclimated at different temperatures 

Pedro M. Guerreiro (CCMAR, UAlgarve)  

12h25 New Atlantic connection between the Azorean waters and the Barents Sea 
Rui Peres Santos (CCMAR, UAlgarve)  

12h40 United Nations Decade of Ocean Science: contributions to the Southern Ocean 
action plan 

José Xavier (MARE, UCoimbra)  

 
12h55   ALMOÇO | LUNCH 

 

Sessão de Ciências Geológicas e Biogeoquímicas | Biogeochemical and Geological 
Sciences Session 
Chairs: Carla Mora (IGOT, ULisboa) and João Canário (IST, ULisboa) 

14h00 Orador convidado | Keynote talk: The spatial distribution and biogeochemical 
drivers of nitrogen cycle genes in an Antarctic desert 

Catarina Magalhães (CIIMAR, UPorto)  

14h25 Secondary metabolite biosynthetic diversity in Arctic Ocean metagenomes 
Adriana Rego (CIIMAR, UPorto)  

14h40 Mercury biomagnification in a Southern Ocean food web 
José Seco (MARE, UCoimbra)  

14h55 Total mercury and methylmercury dynamics in water and sediments in two 
thermokarst lakes in the Canadian subarctic 

Beatriz Malcata Martins (IST, ULisboa)  

15h10 Synergistic analysis of permafrost coastal erosion using multiple remote sensing 
data: the case of the Beaufort Sea coast, Canada 

Gonçalo Vieira (IGOT, ULisboa)  

15h25 Shoreline changes and permafrost degradation in Darnley Bay (Amundsen Gulf, 
Canada) 

Rodrigue Tanguy (IGOT, ULisboa)  

 
15H40   PAUSA E SESSÃO DE POSTERS | COFFEE-BREAK AND POSTER SESSION  

 
Sessão de Ciências atmosféricas e Ciências Sociais | Atmospheric Sciences and 
Social Sciences Session 
Chairs: Gonçalo Vieira (IGOT, ULisboa) and José Xavier (MARE, UCoimbra)  

16h20 February 2022 heatwave at the Antarctic Peninsula: subtropical moisture sources, 
atmospheric river and foehn 

Irina Gorodetskaya (CIIMAR, UPorto)  
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16h35 Vertical structure of precipitation and clouds during summer atmospheric rivers 
at the Antarctic Peninsula 

Claudio Durán Alarcón (CESAM, UAveiro)  

16h50 Precipitation over Southern Ocean: vertical structure analysis and model 
evaluation of two snowfall events around Mertz glacier 

Diogo Luís (CESAM, UAveiro)  

17h05 Scientists’ self-leadership as a driver of psychological adaptation in Antarctica 
amidst the Covid-19 pandemic 

Pedro Marques-Quinteiro (ULusófona)  

17h20 The importance of polar science & education in “Stories in Ice - Connect, Learn, 
Act” conference: the Portuguese contribution 

Marta Espírito Santo (Agrupamento de Escolas Professor Ruy Luís Gomes)  

17h35 APECS Portugal and Covid-19: the action of ECRs during the pandemic 
José Abreu (MARE, UCoimbra) 

 
17h50   Conclusões e Prémios | Conclusions and Awards 
 
18h00   Sessão final | Closing session 
 
 
19h30   Jantar da conferência | Conference dinner in Harune Restaurant at EVA Senses 
Hotel 
 
  

https://ap-hotelsresorts.com/pt-pt/eva/restaurantes/
https://ap-hotelsresorts.com/pt-pt/eva/restaurantes/
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RESUMOS | ABSTRACTS 
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ORADORES CONVIDADOS | KEYNOTE SPEAKERS 
 
 
 

Population genomics of an icefish reveals mechanisms of glacier-driven 
adaptive radiation in Antarctic Notothenioids 

 

 
Ying Lu1,2,5, Wenhao Li1,2,5, Yalin Li1,2,5, Wanying Zhai1,2,5, Xuming Zhou3,5, Zhichao Wu1,2, 
Shouwen Jiang1,2, Taigang Liu2, 4, Huamin Wang1,2, Ruiqin Hu1,2, Yan Zhou1,2, Jun Zou1,2, 
Peng Hu1,2, Guijun Guan1,2, Qianghua Xu1,2,, Adelino Canario and Liangbiao Chen1,2,* 
 

1 Key Laboratory of Exploration and Utilization of Aquatic Genetic Resources (Ministry of Education), 
Shanghai Ocean University, Shanghai, China 

2 International Research Center for Marine Biosciences (Ministry of Science and Technology), Shanghai 
Ocean University, Shanghai, China 

3 Institute of Zoology, Chinese Academy of Science, Beijing, China 
4 College of Information Technology, Shanghai Ocean University, Shanghai, China 

5 Authors of equal contribution 
*Corresponding authors. lbchen@shou.edu.cn; qhxu@shou.edu.cn  

 

 
Antarctica harbors the bulk of the species diversity of the dominant teleost fish suborder 
– Notothenioidei. However, the forces that shape their evolution are still under debate. 
Here, we have used population genomics and demographic modelling of sequenced 
genomes of 52 icefish, Chionodraco hamatus, individuals collected mainly from two East 
Antarctic regions to investigate the factors driving speciation. Results revealed four 
icefish populations with clear reproduction separation were established within 50 to 16 
kya during the last glacial maxima. Selection sweeps in genes involving immune 
responses, cardiovascular development and photoperception occurred differentially 
among the populations and were correlated with population-specific host-microbial 
interactions and acquisition of distinct morphological features in the icefish taxa. 
Population and species-specific antifreeze glycoprotein gene expansion and glacial cycle-
paced duplication/degeneration of the zona pellucida protein gene families indicated 
fluctuating thermal environments and periodic influence of glacial cycles on notothenioid 
divergence. It is concluded that geographic separation and adaptation to heterogeneous 
pathogen, oxygen and light conditions of local habitats, periodically shaped by the glacial 
cycles, as the key drivers propelling species diversity in Antarctica, a mechanism that is 
vulnerable to the escalating global warming that may reverse the course of Antarctic 
radiation. 
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The spatial distribution and biogeochemical drivers of nitrogen cycle 
genes in an Antarctic desert 

 
 

Francisco Pascoal 1,2, Inês Areosa 3, Luís Torgo 3, Paula Branco 4, Mafalda S. Baptista 1,5, 
Charles K. Lee 5,6, Craig Cary 5,6 and Catarina Magalhães1,2 

 
1 Interdisciplinary Center of Marine and Environmental Research, University of Porto, Porto, Portugal 

2 Faculty of Sciences, University of Porto, Porto, Portugal 
3 Faculty of Computer Science, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada 

4 School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
5 International Center for Terrestrial Antarctic Research, University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand 

6 School of Science, University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand 

 

 

Antarctic deserts, such as the McMurdo Dry Valleys (MDV), represent extremely cold and 
dry environments. Consequently, MDV are suitable for studying the environment limits 
on the cycling of key elements that are necessary for life, like nitrogen. The spatial 
distribution and biogeochemical drivers of nitrogen-cycling pathways remain elusive in 
the Antarctic deserts because most studies focus on specific nitrogen-cycling genes 
and/or organisms. In this study, we analyzed metagenome and relevant environmental 
data of 32 MDV soils to generate a complete picture of the nitrogen cycling potential in 
MDV microbial communities and advance our knowledge of the complexity and 
distribution of nitrogen biogeochemistry in these harsh environments. We found 
evidence of nitrogen-cycling genes potentially capable of fully oxidizing and reducing 
molecular nitrogen, despite the inhospitable conditions of MDV. Strong positive 
correlations were identified between genes involved in nitrogen cycling. Clear 
relationships between nitrogen-cycling pathways and environmental parameters also 
indicate abiotic and biotic variables, like pH, water availability and biological complexity, 
that collectively impose limits on the distribution of nitrogen-cycling genes. Accordingly, 
the spatial distribution of nitrogen-cycling genes was more concentrated near the lakes 
and glaciers. Association rules revealed non-linear correlations between complex 
combinations of environmental variables and nitrogen-cycling genes. Interestingly, the 
association rules found that denitrification was non-linearly correlated with different 
combinations of environmental variables than the remaining nitrogen-cycling pathways. 
This study contributes to an integrative picture of the nitrogen-cycling potential in MDV.  
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COMUNICAÇÕES ORAIS | ORAL COMMUNICATIONS 

 

Ciências Biológicas | Biological Sciences 
 
 

1. Small scale spatial variability in albatross demography linked to disease 
and extreme weather events 
 
Paulo Catry1, Francesco Ventura2, Andrew Stanworth3, Sarah Crofts3, Amanda Kuepfer4 

and José Pedro Granadeiro2 

 
1 MARE – Marine and Environmental Sciences Centre / ARNET - Aquatic Research Network, ISPA – 

Instituto Universitário, Rua Jardim do Tabaco 34, Lisboa 1149-041, Portugal (paulo.catry@gmail.com) 
2 CESAM, Departamento de Biologia Animal, Faculdade de Ciências, Universidade de Lisboa, Campo 

Grande, Lisboa 1749-016, Portugal 
3Falklands Conservation, Stanley, FIQQ1ZZ, Falkland Islands. 

4 SAERI—South Atlantic Environmental Research Institute, Stanley, Falkland Islands FIQQ 1ZZ 
 
 

Albatrosses are iconic ocean travelers which move at scales of hundreds (during 
reproduction) to thousands of kilometers (outside breeding) and hence integrate 
environmental signals and effects from broad spatial scales. As such, albatrosses, like 
other seabirds, are often used for environmental monitoring of conditions in large 
sections of oceanic basins. Climate change is also a large-scale set of phenomena, and it 
involves several correlated trends, such as the spread of diseases and the more frequent 
occurrence of extreme weather events. Despite their broad-scale nature, the effects of 
extreme weather events or of epidemics can be felt and differ at very localized scales. 
Here, we use the data from long-term (2 decades) studies of black-browed albatrosses in 
the subantarctic Falkland Islands to illustrate these points. We document the presence of 
an infectious disease of unknown aetiology which expresses itself by provoking 
widespread albatross chick mortality across the Falklands breeding range. The 
documented mortality occurs in a clearly clumped pattern at the scales of only a few 
meters and results in strongly variable breeding success across neighboring sub-colonies 
separated by tens of meters only. By comparing adult mortality patterns on two different 
colonies of the Falklands (New Island and Steeple Jason) we also show that a large-scale 
extreme weather event of exceptionally strong winds severely impacted albatross adult 
annual survival, but only at one of the study sites (sites are 75km apart) where annual 
mortality more than doubled the study average. Demographic simulations showed that 
under scenarios of increased storm frequency (of a similar magnitude to the observed 
one), affected albatross populations may sharply decline and potentially go extinct. We 
conclude that the patchiness in the demographic effects of physical and biological forces 
presents challenges that need to be considered when designing long-term monitoring 
studies. 
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2. What’s on the menu? Feeding ecology of Antarctic toothfish in the 
Amundsen and Dumont d’Urville seas  
 

José P. Queirós1,2, Darren W. Stevens3, Matthew H. Pinkerton3, Rui Rosa4, Bernardo 
Duarte5,6, Alexandra Baeta1, Jaime A. Ramos1, José C. Xavier1,2 

 

1 University of Coimbra, MARE - Marine and Environmental Sciences Centre/ ARNET - Aquatic Research 
Network, Department of Life Sciences, 3000-456, Coimbra, Portugal (jqueiros@student.uc.pt) 

2 BAS – British Antarctic Survey, NERC, High Cross, Madingley Road, CB3 0ET, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
3NIWA – National Institute for Water and Atmospheric Research, 301 Evans Bay Parade, Hataitai, 

Wellington 6021, New Zealand. 
4 Laboratório Marítimo da Guia, MARE – Marine and Environmental Sciences Centre, Faculty of Sciences, 

University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal 
5 MARE - Marine and Environmental Sciences Centre, Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade de Lisboa, 

Campo Grande, 1749-016 Lisbon, Portugal 
6 Departamento de Biologia Vegetal, Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade de Lisboa, Campo Grande, 

1749-016 Lisbon, Portugal. 
 
 

Fisheries ecosystem-based management is an important tool for sustainable harvesting 
of fisheries worldwide. Knowledge of trophic interactions is crucial to its implementation 
as changes in trophic balances can induce severe transformations in the structure of 
marine communities. While advocated for deep-sea fisheries, a lack of studies in the 
benthopelagic area persist. The Antarctic toothfish, Dissostichus mawsoni, is a 
benthopelagic top predator that presents a circumpolar distribution south of the 
Antarctic Polar front. It is a long-lived species that can reach large sizes (up to 2m) and 
weights (> 100 kg). Besides its important ecological role, D. mawsoni is also a high-value 
species in a fishery managed by CCAMLR (Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic 
Marine Living Resources). Previous studies suggest that D. mawsoni is a generalist feeder 
whose fish and cephalopods are the main prey. They also suggest a geographical 
variability in its diet, though these studies never tested this difference within the same 
fishing season. In this study, analysed stomach contents and stable isotopes of δ15N and 
δ13C in the muscle of D. mawsoni captured in three fishing areas from the Amundsen and 
Dumont D’Urville Seas, during 2016/17 fishing season. Although significant spatial 
differences were found, five taxa were found in all sites, Antimora rostrata, Macrourus 
spp., Muraenolepis spp., Moroteuthopsis longimana and Psychroteuthis glacialis. High 
diversity of prey confirms D. mawsoni as a generalist feeder. Values of δ15N showed 
similar trophic position across areas, in contrast to differences found in δ13C values. 
Generalized linear models showed that δ15N and δ13C values varied with otolith length, 
latitude and the opposite isotope. Considering the obtained results, different predation-
released scenarios were hypothesised, suggesting that D. mawsoni generalist feeding 
behaviour can balance the predation-released caused by its capture for commercial 
purposes.  
 
This project was financially supported by NEP Japan and in New Zealand by Ross-RAMP (MBIE contract 
C01X1710). This work is an international collaboration under the Scientific Committee on Antarctic 
Research (SCAR) associated programs, expert, and action groups, namely SCAR AnT-ERA, SCAR EGBAMM 
and ICED. JPQ would like to thank Australian Longline for allowing his presence onboard of FV Antarctic 
Discovery. JPQ was supported by FCT/MCTES through national funds (PIDDAC), Portuguese Polar Program 

PROPOLAR. BD was supported by an investigation contract (CEECIND/00511/2017). This study benefited 

from the strategic program of MARE (Marine and Environmental Sciences Centre), financed by FCT 
[Foundation for Science and Technology (UIDB/04292/2020)]. 
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3. Evolution of the immune system in Antarctic notothenioids 
 
Cármen Sousa1, Deborah M Power1,2, Pedro M Guerreiro1 and Adelino VM Canário1,2 

 
1 CCMAR - Centro de Ciências do Mar, Universidade do Algarve, 8005-139 Faro, Portugal, 

2 International Research Center for Marine Biosciences, Ministry of Science and Technology, Shanghai 
Ocean University (SHOU), 201306 Shanghai, China. 

 
 

Antarctic Notothenioid are the most abundant group of teleost fish found in the Southern 
Ocean. These fish evolved relatively recently from a single benthic ancestor and radiated 
and expanded in the extreme cold of Antarctica waters and their physiology was adapted 
accordingly. Surprisingly, little is known about their immune system and how immune 
defences were modulated during adaptation to the cold environment and to its water 
specific microbiome. The main objective of this work was to characterise the immune 
cellular and humoral responses to bacterial and viral-like challenges in immune tissues 
and plasma of two phylogenetically related Notothenioid, Notothenia coriiceps and 
Notothenia rossii. The methodologies applied were based on DNA sequencing 
technologies and biochemical assays to measure functional plasma enzyme activity using 
a comparative approach. This study a) characterised and uncovered a role of iron-
metabolism and of the pattern recognition receptors family toll-like receptors (TLRs) after 
a LPS immune challenge, b) characterised for the first time the transcriptomes of 
important immune tissues (head-kidney, skin, duodenum, liver and spleen) and their 
response to bacterial (LPS) and viral (Poly I:C) challenges and in response to temperature, 
c) described the microbiome communities associated to important immune tissue 
barriers in recently caught and immune challenged Notothenioid. The results contribute 
substantially to the understanding of the main immune and non-immune pathways in the 
defence against external agents in Antarctic Notothenioid. 
 
Acknowledgments: This work was supported by Portuguese National funds from FCT - Foundation for 
Science and Technology through projects FCT-NSFC/0002/2016, UIDB/04326/2020, FACC PROPOLAR 
(2016/2017), the Natural Science Foundation of China (No. 41761134050), the Foundation of Science and 
Technology Commission of Shanghai (No. 19590750500). CS was supported by a FCT PhD fellowship 
(SFRH/BD/120040/2016).  
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Climate change is modifying the biogeography of many marine species, as changes in 
temperature, pH and oxygen availability are forcing them to move into new suitable 
habitats. Squid (Cephalopoda) are keystone species of the Antarctic pelagic ecosystem, 
one of the most affected areas for climate change in the world. Knowledge on projected 
species distribution shifts is scarce, and the importance of these cephalopods in the 
Antarctic pelagic ecosystem highlights the need to characterize their future trends of 
distribution. Here, we present the future trends in distribution of 16 squid species off the 
Southern Ocean, using Species Distribution Models (for the years 2050 and 2100) in 4 
different Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) Representative 
Concentration Pathway scenarios (RCP 2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5). We show that projected 
habitat suitability of most squids will decrease on lower latitudes, and no new habitat is 
gained at higher latitudes, mainly due to increases in temperature and sea ice retreat. As 
an example, according to our projections, the Antarctic squid Alluroteuthis antarcticus 
will become almost extinct by the year 2100 using RCP 8.5 model. The projected changes 
will have implications on the trophic ecology of the Southern Ocean, as many marine 
mammals and seabirds feed on cephalopods. Furthermore, lower trophic levels’ species 
present in the new ecosystems where these squids may move in, will be subjected (in 
addition to the projected climatic pressures) to further top-down pressure. 
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Antarctic fish evolved in a stenothermal environment, subject to very small fluctuations 
in temperature throughout their life (–1°C - 3°C). Their ability to respond to increased 
temperature is uncertain, and the physiological stress response plays an important 
adaptive role for long and immediate changes. We aimed at evaluating the mechanism 
and capabilities of the HPI axis in Antarctic fish in three sets of experiments. 
Four groups of fish were placed at 2°C. Upon a standard stress test (SST: 
chasing+netting+1min air exposure) fish were returned to tank and sampled after 
1,4,24h. Six groups were acclimated to 2,5,8°C for 10-days. At this point the control group 
of each temperature was sacrificed. The other group received SST and sacrificed 90-min 
after. Plasma and tissue samples were collected for cortisol and stress-related genes and 
the interrenal used in-vitro to determine sensitivity to ACTH. Eight groups at 2°C were 
injected with drugs involved in blockage or stimulation of cortisol release/action (saline, 
cortisol, dexamethasone, metyrapone, spironolactone, mifepristone) and then kept at 
control or transferred to 6°C and sampled after 36 hours. 
After SST cortisol peaks between 1-4 hours and reduces to basal between 24-48 hours. 
Temperature influenced the cortisol response to SST. At higher temperatures cortisol 
levels in non-stressed group are as high as in fish subjected to SST. Interrenal sensitivity 
at high temperature showed little response to ACTH, suggesting low sensitivity and/or 
exhaustion. This was concurrent with reductions in the expression or the glucocorticoid 
receptor at all levels of the axis. Manipulation of the HPI-axis showed these fish to 
respond in a way similar to what has been reported in other fish families in temperate or 
tropical environments, and are likely to experience the same long term deleterious 
effects of increased temperature.  
 
Supported by FCT through Propolar and grants PTDC/BIAANM/3484/2014 and UIDB/04326/2020. 
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Humpback whales (Megapetera novaeangliae) are one of the most well studied baleen 
whales worldwide and one of the species targeted during the historic North Atlantic 
whaling period. Northwestern Russia (Barents Sea), a poorly studied region for 
humpbacks, is recognized as an important fishing area for capelin (Mallotus villosus). In 
the last century, this fish species had collapsed, possibly due to overfishing both in 
Russian and Norwegian waters, which led to these governments imposing strict fishing 
restrictions. In past decades the southern part of the Barents Sea has faced warming 
ocean temperatures and less sea ice. Here, we present the first photographic match 
between the Azores and northwestern Russia (Murmansk, Barents Sea). A humpback 
whale sighted on 14 March 2019 in the Azorean waters, was resighted opportunistically 
on 21 June, 2019 off the Murman coast, Russia. The estimated distance between the two 
sites is approximately 6778 km, representing a migratory speed of 2.88 km·h−1. Strict 
regulations on the summer capelin fisheries in the Murman coastline and Barents Sea, 
along with global warming may lead to new habitats for both fish prey and predators 
(i.e., humpback whales) to return to this region. 
 
This work was supported by a PhD grant funding (UI/BD/151306/2021) from Foundation of Science and 
Technology (FCT).  
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The United Nations proclaimed a Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development, 
from 2021 until 2030, to support efforts to reverse the cycle of decline in ocean health. 
The Southern Ocean community engaged in a stakeholder-oriented process to develop 
the Southern Ocean Action Plan (Janssen et al. 2022).  The aims of this presentation are 
to provide details of the Southern Ocean Action Plan, review the contribution of our team 
to the Action Plan and provide examples of our science that go towards the achievement 
of the Action Plan. The Southern Ocean Action Plan was based on working groups on how 
to achieve a clean ocean (Working group (WP) 1 of the Southern Ocean Action Plan), a 
healthy and resilient ocean (WP 2), a sustainably harvested ocean (WP 3), a predictable 
ocean (WP 4), a safe ocean (WP 5), a transparent and accessible ocean (WP 6) and an 
inspiring and engaging ocean (WP 7). Our research is contributing to a better 
understanding of the Southern Ocean food webs, showing how Antarctic seabirds are 
indicators of climate change (Xavier et al. 2022) (contributing to WP 2), how predator-
derived bioregions can contribute to marine protected areas (Reisinger et al. 2022) (WP 
2 and 3), how trace metal pollution affects Southern Ocean foodwebs (Matias et al. 2022; 
Seco et al. 2021) (WP 1), what is the feeding ecology of commercial fish species (Queirós 
et al. 2022) (WP 2 and 3) and the relevance of education and outreach about the 
Southern Ocean via POLAR WEEKS (an educational activity coordinated by the Association 
of Polar Early Career Scientists (APECS) and Polar Educators International (PEI))(WP 7), 
within a policy context (Van Putten et al. 2021; Janssen et al. 2022) (WP 1-7). Overall, this 
framework provides an initial roadmap to strengthen links between science, industry and 
policy, and to encourage internationally collaborative activities with the contribution of 
Portuguese research teams. 
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Polyketide synthase and non-ribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPSs) are two mega 
enzymes responsible for the biosynthesis of a large fraction of natural products (NPs). 
Molecular markers targeting biosynthetic genes, such as ketosyntase (KS) domain of PKSs 
have been used to assess the diversity and distribution of biosynthetic genes of bacterial 
isolates and complex microbial communities. Recently, metagenomic studies have 
complemented this approach by allowing the recovery of complete biosynthetic gene 
clusters (BGCs) from environmental DNA. In this study, the distribution and diversity of 
biosynthetic genes from six Arctic Ocean water samples, obtained during the N-ICE2015 
expedition, were assessed using PCR-based strategies coupled with high-throughput 
sequencing and metagenomic analysis. Polar regions remain a vastly untapped reservoir 
of bacterial biodiversity and its associated chemical and biosynthetic diversity. Here, we 
present the first report of biosynthetic gene diversity assessed through metagenomes in 
the Arctic Ocean. From the 149 KS domain OTU sequences recovered, 36% were not 
possible to confidently assign to any known BGC. For one of the samples, 75% of the 
recovered sequences were not associated to any known BGC. In total, 74 bacterial 
metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) were recovered, from which it was possible 
to extract 179 BGCs, including several complete or near-complete BGCs. A network 
analysis identified potential new NP families, including non-ribosomal peptides and 
polyketides. The implemented approach allowed the recovery of full-length BGCs, 
including good candidates for heterologous expression and the identification of 
promising samples for bioprospection, highlighting the potential of Arctic Ocean 
microbial communities for the discovery of novel secondary metabolites. 
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Biomagnification of mercury (Hg) in the Scotia Sea food web of the Southern Ocean was 

examined using the stable isotope ratios of nitrogen (15N) and carbon (13C) as proxies 
for trophic level and feeding habitat, respectively. Total Hg and stable isotopes were 
measured in particulate organic matter (POM), zooplankton, squid, mesopelagic 
myctophid fish, notothenioid fish and seabirds, from two year (austral summers 2007/08 

and 2016/17). Samples from different groups showed extensive overlap in 13C values, 

with the exception of the seabirds. 15N showed an increasing trend across taxonomic 
groups in the order zooplankton < squid < myctophid fish < notothenioid fish < seabirds. 

There were also significant differences in δ13C and 15N ratios among species within 
taxonomic groups reflecting inter-specific variations in diet. Hg increased with trophic 
level, with lowest values in POM (0.0005 ± 0.0002 µg g-1 dw) and highest values in seabird 
chicks (3.88 ± 2.41 µg g-1 in brown skuas Stercorarius antarcticus). Hg concentrations 
tended to be lower in 2016/17 than in 2007/08 for the species at mid-trophic levels (squid 
and fish). In contrast, the opposite result was found in the top predators (i.e. seabirds), 
with higher levels in the 2016/2017 samples. This may reflect a possible shift in the Scotia 
Sea marine food web, as probable reduction in the availability of a key prey species, 
Antarctic krill Euphausia superba, may have forced seabirds to feed on alternative, higher 
trophic-level prey, such as myctophids, which have higher Hg burdens. These results 
reinforce the key role of Antarctic krill in this region of the Southern Ocean, and its 
importance for Hg uptake and its subsequent passage through the food web. 
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Permafrost covers almost 25% of exposed land in the Northern Hemisphere and is 
considered a barrier to contaminants, such as mercury (Hg), that can accumulate in this 
type of soil during extended periods of time. The accelerated warming of the Arctic is 
leading to the thawing of ice-rich permafrost resulting in a release of a large amount of 
Hg and carbon (C) and in the formation of thermokarst lakes. These unique ecosystems 
are rich in organic matter creating ideal living conditions for certain microbial 
communities such as methylating bacteria, one of the responsible for the formation of 
methylmercury (MMHg) with severe neurotoxic effects. 
In this presentation, it will be reported the total mercury (THg) and MMHg concentration 
vertical profiles in the water column in winter in two thermokarst lakes (SAS 1A and SAS 
2A) in the Canadian Subarctic, in Whapmagoostui-Kuujjuarapik, Nunavik (Canada). 
Possible relationships between these and other relevant physicochemical variables, such 
as dissolved organic carbon (DOC), will also be addressed. Moreover, THg e MMHg 
concentrations in the sediments of the two lakes will be analyzed and compared. 
Results show differences in THg and MMHg in the water, as THg ranges between 4.47-
7.12 ng/L and MMHg between 1.54-2.22 ng/L in SAS 1A and THg ranges between 2.2-
12.1 ng/L and MMHg between 0.2-0.7 ng/L in SAS 2A. Higher concentrations of THg and 
MMHg were also analyzed in the sediments of SAS 1A compared to SAS 2A.  
 
This work received funds from FCT-Foundation for Science and Technology PTDC/CTA-AMB/4744/2020. 
The first and presenting author has a PhD grant from FCT (2021.04818.BD). 
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Arctic permafrost coasts are major carbon (Schuur et al., 2015) and mercury pools 
(Schuster et al., 2018). They represent about 34% of the Earth’s coastline, with long 
sections affected by high erosion rates (Fritz et al, 2017), increasingly threatening coastal 
communities. Year-round reduction in Arctic Sea ice is occurring and an increase of the 
sea-ice free season leads to a longer exposure of coasts to wave action, with climate 
warming also modifying the contribution of terrestrial erosion (Ramage et al., 2018). This 
presentation presents new results from the EC H2020 project NUNATARYUK on the 
assessment of coastal change in the Canadian Beaufort coast (Arctic Ocean), with special 
emphasis on the outcomes deriving from the field season of the summer of 2022. The 
analysis uses synergistic remote sensing imagery and field data, with the following 
approaches: i. a high-resolution update of the coastline mapping and change rates using 
Pleiades (CNES) satellite acquisitions from 2018, 2020 and 2021, ii. surveys using RTK-
UAV aerial imagery at long-term monitoring sites with surveys from 2018 and 2022, iii. 
use of TerraSAR-X and PAZ data at key sites to monitor intraseasonal dynamics of coastal 
changes, and iv. analysis of Sentinel-2 imagery for mapping coastal changes and 
assessment of automatic shoreline mapping algorithms. 
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As the Arctic warms, permafrost coasts are experiencing higher erosion rates, threatening 
coastal communities, important habitats, infrastructure, and altering sediment and 
nutrient budgets. The Western Canadian Arctic coast within the Inuvialuit Settlement 
Region (ISR) is eroding at a rapid pace. The eastern coast of Parry Peninsula is home of 
the Anguniaqvia Niqiqyuam Marine Protected Area including the Cape Parry bird 
sanctuary, ecologically important habitats for subsistence harvesting for the community 
of Paulatuk. This study aims to quantify coastal changes with respect to coastal type over 
55 years along the eastern coast of Parry Peninsula, using very high-resolution satellite 
and aerial imagery and a UAV survey. Sediment volume and soil organic carbon release 
from coastal erosion were estimated using retreat rate measurements. The results show 
a predominantly rocky coast with an average erosion rate of 0.13 m/year within the 
backshore zone and 0.16 m/year within the foreshore zone between 1965 and 2020. 
Erosion has been accelerating along the tundra polygon cliffs located west of Paulatuk 
Peninsula in recent decades and we also identified signs of degrading permafrost, 
especially close to infrastructures enhancing thaw ponds formation. The digital surface 
model suggests that subsidence is occurring on the south part of the airstrip. This study 
highlights the susceptibility of unconsolidated permafrost to storms and thawing as 
shown with high retreating sectors along tundra cliffs and thaw pond increase surface.  
 
This work is part of the Nunataryuk project and was funded by the European Union's Horizon 2020 Research 
and Innovation Program under grant agreement no 773421 and supported by Natural Resources Canada, 
Climate Change Geoscience Program, Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada (CIRNAC) 
through the Beaufort Sea Regional Strategic Environment and Research Assessment (BRSEA) and support 
from the community of Paulatuk via consultation with the Hunters and Trappers committee in August 2019.  
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Our study focuses on the heatwave affecting the Antarctic Peninsula (AP) on 7-8 February 
2022, which was triggered by a strong atmospheric river (AR), reaching category 5 
(according to the classification by Ralph et al., 2019) at the western coast of Chile, 
continuing further south over the Drake passage and hitting the AP coast as a category 3 
AR. The event analysis is based on ground-based in situ, remote sensing and radiosonde 
observations, ERA5 reanalysis data and dynamical downscaling using the Polar-WRF 
model at 1.2 km horizontal resolution over the AP domain. Observed near-surface 
temperatures ranged between +5ºC and +13ºC during the event at various stations in 
northwestern AP, while even higher temperatures were achieved in the leeside of the AP. 
Anomalous temperatures in the northern and northwestern AP were directly linked to 
the AR warm/moist advection combined with cloud radiative forcing, with a strong foehn 
warming in the northeastern AP. High temperature anomalies were concentrated over 
the northern Larsen C ice shelf and over the Larsen B embayment, while extensive surface 
melt was observed and modeled over a large fraction of the northern AP. Back trajectory 
analysis revealed subtropical moisture sources, supported also by precipitation stable 
isotope analysis, linked to anomalous surface evaporation in the subtropical Pacific.  
 
This work received funds from FCT project ATLACE (CIRCNA/CAC/0273/2019). Fieldwork was supported by 
PROPOLAR projects APMAR and TULIP.  
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What is the impact of cloud composition and precipitation on the mass and energy 
balance of the Antarctic ice sheet? As important as this question is, there is still much we 
do not know due to the lack of observations in this polar region. The knowledge gap 
widens even more when it comes to extreme events, such as atmospheric rivers (ARs) – 
long and narrow corridor of strong horizontal water vapor transport from extratropical 
regions –, periods when harsh meteorological conditions make it even more difficult to 
monitor the atmosphere. Combining a series of research efforts, two intense AR events, 
that affected the Antarctic Peninsula (AP), were monitored from the Escudero and 
Vernadsky stations during February 2022. The first event, 7-8 February, was responsible 
for extreme air temperature records at several weather stations in the area and produced 
significant precipitation in the western part of the Antarctic Peninsula, mainly in the form 
of rain. The second event, 21-24 February, was characterized by more intense 
precipitation, mainly in the form of snow, in the western part of the AP. This study focuses 
on the precipitation and cloud phase during these two AR events, using observations and 
reanalysis data. The vertical structure and temporal evolution of precipitation are 
analyzed using vertical pointing radar observations, a micro rain radar (MRR) at Escudero 
and an MRR-PRO at the Vernadsky station, surface meteorological data, and radiosondes 
(Escudero only), including radiosondes with total/supercooled liquid water (T/SLW) 
sensors (second event only). The ERA5 reanalysis data are compared with in situ and 
ground-based remote sensing observations, and applied to assess the impact of 
precipitation and snowfall on the surface mass balance in the AP, in combination with the 
polar WRF results.  
 
This work received funds from FCT project ATLACE (CIRCNA/CAC/0273/2019). Fieldwork was supported by 
PROPOLAR projects APMAR and TULIP. CDA has a postdoctoral grant from FCT (BPD/UI88/9578/2021).  
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Precipitation is a poorly known variable in the Southern Ocean/Antarctica region due to 
the lack of measurements. Unique precipitation measurements were carried out during 
the Swiss Polar Institute's Antarctic Circumnavigation Expedition (ACE) (December 2016 
- March 2017). High temporal resolution measurements of precipitation were performed 
by a Snow Particle Counter (SPC) and by a Micro Rain Radar (MRR) aboard ACE ship. 
Radiosondes were launched to observe the atmosphere vertical structure. Additionally, 
MRR and radiosonde measurements from Dumont D'Urville station (DDU) were available 
when the expedition was in the Mertz Glacier region. In this work, two snowfall events 
that occurred around Mertz Glacier during ACE were chosen to evaluate ECMWF's ERA5 
reanalysis product and AMPS (Antarctic Mesoscale Prediction System using Polar-WRF 
model). The first event on 2-3 February 2017 was associated with an extratropical cyclone 
east of Adélie Land and a moderate along-shore moisture transport. The second event 
on 8-10 February 2017 was associated with a cyclone west of Mertz blocked by a high-
pressure ridge, directing an intense moisture transport towards Adélie Land. The 
troposphere vertical structure and the precipitation intensity at ACE ship location and 
DDU station are analyzed using observations and compared to model and reanalysis data. 
During the first event, radiosondes showed the lower troposphere near saturation over 
the ACE ship location, while a dry layer was present near the surface at DDU. During the 
second event, DDU also showed a near-surface dry layer caused by strong katabatic winds 
(leading to precipitation sublimation near the surface) together with a low-level jet and 
a moisture inversion above it. Both ERA5 and Polar-WRF showed good skills in 
representing temperature and humidity profiles over DDU during the second event. 
Polar-WRF demonstrated better low-level jet representation during this event. 
 
This work was supported by FCT project ATLACE (CIRCNA/CAC/0273/2019). ACE was made possible by 
funding from the Swiss Polar Institute.   
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This study tested the general hypothesis that the adoption of self-leadership strategies is 
positively correlated with the psychological adaptation of Antarctic science expeditioners 
during short-duration summer campaigns, amidst covid-19 restrictions. Eight Antarctic 
scientists enrolled in a summer campaign in the South Shetland Islands participated in 
this study. Data was collected on three occasions: 1st Before the beginning of the self-
imposed lockdown in Punta Arenas; 2nd After the end of the self-imposed lockdown in 
Punta Arenas and before departing to Antarctica; 3rd At the end of the field campaign. 
Data was analysed through a mixed methods approach where qualitative and 
quantitative data were integrated. Overall, the results suggest that self-leadership is 
positively correlated with scientists’ psychological adaptation; it helped individuals find 
strategies to remain motivated and perform effectively amidst the challenges that arose 
during their missions. Although based on a small sample, the findings suggest that self-
leadership can be regarded by polar programs as a valuable psychological resource for 
Antarctic expeditioners, and therefore can be implemented for screening and training 
purposes. 
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In the past few years, in Portugal, scientists, teachers and educators has successfully 
created space, time and resources to develop educational activities and collaborations 
about the polar regions and their importance to the Earth’s balance. Such activities were 
magnified and revealed in the PEI Iceland conference that took place from April 12th to 
15th, 2022 in Höfn - Iceland - under the name "Stories in Ice - Connect, Learn, Act". In this 
presentation, we review the contribution of Polar Educators Portugal team identifying 
researchers/scientists linked to the different groups in the Arctic and Antarctic (Antartic 
Treaty Consultative Meeting - ATCM, Council of Managers of National Antartic Program - 
COMNAP, European Polar Board - EPB, Forum of Artic Research Operators - FARO, 
International Artic Science Committee - IASC, International Association for Cryospheric 
Sciences - IACS, International Permafrost Association - IPA, Scientific Committee for 
Antartic Research - SCAR, British Antarctic Survey Survey - BAS, Association of Polar Early 
Career Scientists/ Association of Polar Early Career Scientists of Portugal - APECS/APECS 
Portugal), showing ourselves to be present in the contribution through consultancy and 
decision-making in terms of policy and legislation in Education & Outreach. We will 
highlight the importance of promoting POLAR WEEKS as an essential and effectively 
strategy to connect Polar Science and Education, also showing a set of educational and 
didactic activities that successfully introduced the Polar Science in the Portuguese 
Curriculum. In this presentation we will emphasize the talks of different speakers about 
the projects they develop about Science & Education connected to the Polar Regions, as 
well as the correct use of the relationships between the indigenous peoples of the Arctic 
and the scientists who study this region. 
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During the COVID-19 pandemic, several strict efforts have been implemented throughout 
the world to support the health and safety of the population. Within the scientific 
community, early career researchers (ECRs) were particularly vulnerable and impacted 
during these unconventional times of COVID-19 research restrictions, as they are in the 
process of establishing their research independence. The ECRs’ polar community was 
undoubtedly affected by these restrictions, for instance, the postponement of projects 
and fieldwork seasons, as well as conference cancellations which affect the build of 
important networks, essential for the ECRs. Here, we highlight how opportunities offered 
by APECS Portugal for training, leadership and skill development and working on diverse 
education and outreach activities with APECS International, Scientific Committee on 
Antarctic Research (SCAR), Antarctic Polar Treaty, Polar Educators International (PEI), and 
with the Portuguese Polar Program (PROPOLAR) were important for the adaptation of 
our ECRs to these new challenging times. Fortunately, during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
ECRs have successfully adapted to these challenges, being able to continue with 
fieldwork, research projects, and educationally use online platforms and resources, which 
improved the outreach range of its activities. Moreover, in this presentation, we provide 
evidence of the science, education and outreach activities carried out by ECRs during the 
last three years and discuss how these activities were successful, providing a valuable 
path for the future of the next generation of Portuguese polar scientists. 
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The Polar Regions are sentinels of climate change and human resilience and they are also 
a proven bastion for international cooperation in research and nature protection. 
European-funded researchers have made significant contributions to understand the 
consequences of climate change and the structure and functioning of ecosystems at both 
Polar Regions, and their global interconnections. The EU contributes to the generation of 
knowledge that is relevant to society, the economy, the environment and politics. The 
standartisation, dissemination and coordination of all European Polar research activities 
play a key role in this. 
EU-PolarNet 2 provides a platform to co-develop strategies to advance the European 
Polar research and it´s contribution to policy-making processes and is organized in the 
following work packages: Research coordination, Stakeholder involvement, Research 
prioritisation, Research optimisation, Policy advice, dissemination and communication, 
and the European Polar Coordination Office (EPCO). EU-PolarNet 2's experience, 
networking and tools for coordination and co-design of Polar research actions will be 
transferred to and sustained by the European Polar Coordination Office (EPCO). 
EU-PolarNet 2 aims at: 1. Advanced Polar research cooperation and co-creation of 
knowledge with all relevant stake- and rightsholders, 2. Improved coordination of 
national resources and investments in European Polar research to ensure their more 
synergetic use, 3. Improved policy advice at regional, national and EU level and support 
of the EU´s international commitments with respect to Polar sciences, 4. Improved 
cooperation with international Polar research programmes to jointly develop large-scale 
international Polar initatives, 5. Fostering European-wide agreed and prioritised Polar 
research actions, and 6. Supporting the creation of a European Polar Research Area. 
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Cyanobacteria are recognized as one of the richest bacterial phyla regarding the 
production of natural products (NPs). Recent (meta)genomic studies have shown that 
cyanobacteria genomes englobe a large diversity of biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs). 
Many such BGCs are not associated with known NPs, highlighting the small fraction of 
currently known cyanobacterial metabolites. This knowledge gap occurs in part due to 
the difficulty to grow the cyanobacteria in laboratory or the difficulty to collect large 
amounts of biomass directly from the environment in non-tropical regions, which would 
be necessary to obtain biomass for the isolation of sufficient amounts of NPs for 
structural characterization. In particular, the polar regions remain a vastly untapped 
reservoir of bacterial biodiversity and of its associated chemical and biosynthetic 
diversity. NPs derived from polar organisms represent only 3% of all the described NPs, 
in part due to the difficulty to cultivate polar bacteria in laboratory. An alternative and 
promising route to NP isolation, involves capture and expression of BGCs in a 
heterologous host. In the presented project we will use a metagenomics approach to 
recover cyanobacterial metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) from underexplored 
cyanobacterial rich environmental samples collected in Svalbard (Arctic). Cyanobacteria 
biofilms were collected in Longyearbyen region, namely in the Sassendalen Valley, the 
Foxfonna Glacier as well as Bjørndalen and Adventdalen regions. Preliminary results have 
revealed the existence of several cyanobacterial strains that hold potential for the 
discovery of new NPs. Following steps will include the recovery of the cyanobacterial 
MAGs and the identification of promising BGCs to be prioritized for heterologous 
expression. This will be a valuable resource to discover new secondary metabolites and 
new biosynthetic enzymes, which expand our knowledge on the chemistry of life and 
have the potential to become future drugs or biocatalysts. 
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As the global atmospheric surface temperature increases, the Arctic permafrost has been 
melting, exposing the organic carbon content to oxidation, and resulting in the release of 
carbon dioxide and/or to methane, both greenhouse gases that highly contribute to 
global warming and to further permafrost thaw. Permafrost also contains trapped 
pollutants, such as mercury, that are being released with the thaw. It is estimated that 
the Northern Hemisphere permafrost contains 1656 Gg of Hg, twice the amount present 
in the ocean, atmosphere and soils combined. Mercury, when methylated by bacteria, is 
transformed into methylmercury, a neurotoxic compound that may bioaccumulate in 
aquatic organisms and biomagnify in the food web to concentrations that result in 
adverse effects for humans and wildlife. Previous permafrost studies have shown that Hg 
methylation in permafrost soils increases with temperatures, and that permafrost thaw 
lakes provide the perfect environmental conditions for biotic Hg methylation by bacteria. 
The goals for this work are to validate the presence and to quantify the activity of 
microorganisms responsible for the methylation and demethylation processes in soil 
samples from Canadian Arctic permafrost where thawing is occurring. Sediment and 
water samples were collected in winter 2022, in two different locations. Environmental 
DNA (eDNA) and RNA were extracted from the samples, and the expression and 
quantification of genes involved in the methylation (hgca and hgcab) process was 
analyzed by molecular techniques (PCR and RT-qPCR) and metagenomic shotgun 
sequencing. Molecular techniques confirmed the presence of these gene in water and 
sediment of both sites. Additionally, by metagenomics approach, we identified the 
presence of bacterial groups usually involved in the biogeochemical cycle of Hg. These 
results are fulfilling the need to gain a better understanding on the mercury cycle 
pathways and its prokaryotic communities, to evaluate the hazards caused by the 
permafrost melting, providing scientific based knowledge related to impacts on Arctic 
ecology, ecosystem services and human health. 
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The drastic decrease in the Arctic summer sea-ice extent and thickness is a matter of 
increasing concern, with severe implications on the local ecosystems and with world-
wide repercussions. The higher rates of primary productivity have consequent changes 
on microbial communities and their biogeochemical cycles, such as the nitrogen (N) cycle 
that displays a central role in driving primary production. During the Arctic Monitoring 
Campaign MOSJ-ICE 2016 (Environmental Monitoring of Svalbard and Jan Mayen), sea 
water was collected in different locations and depths, along two transects of the Svalbard 
Shelf, Ripfjorden and Kongsfjorden, in parallel with the collection of physical and 
biogeochemical data. By combining 16S rRNA metabarcoding with metagenomics we 
investigated here the links between N-cycle prokaryotic communities and its functional 
traits. Higher community richness was seen in deeper water-masses in both transects. 
Beta-diversity of the surface communities (from 2 to 50m depth) seems to be mostly 
driven by water-masses and transect location, while that from deeper locations (from 
200 to 1000m) is mostly influenced by water-mass. Community diversity was higher in 
deeper locations and, when looking into the shallower waters, there was an increase with 
the distance to shore. Taxa involved in the N cycle are mainly composed of ammonium 
oxidizing archaea (AOA), with the genera Nitrososphaeria showing a relative abundance 
of up to 25% in both transects. Bacterial communities of ammonium oxidizers (from 
Nitrosoccocus and Nitrosomonodaceae groups) and nitrite oxidizers (from Nitrospinota 
phylum), though less represented (about 3% of relative abundance), are also an 
important part of the N-cycle community, despite some differences seen between the 
transects. Metagenomic functional analysis showed that counts attributed to N-cycle 
metabolism represent 0.2% of the total and were more abundant in Kongsfjorden (82%) 
than in Ripfjorden (18%), with the ammonium oxidation metabolic pathway being the 
most represented within the N-cycle. Differences seen in the prokaryotic communities 
between the transects, may be reflecting the different pressures these two locations are 
suffering in terms of climate change, since the northern transect Ripfjorden is 
(apparently) still less impacted by its effects. Our results support the hypothesis that 
higher water eutrophication is causing a shift in the prokaryotic communities involved in 
the N-cycle of the Arctic ecosystem. 
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Oil spills in Arctic marine environments are expected to increase concurrently with the 
expansion of shipping routes and petroleum exploitation into previously inaccessible ice-
dominated regions. Most research on oil biodegradation focusses on the bulk oil, but the 
fate of the water-accommodated fraction (WAF), mainly composed of toxic aromatic 
compounds, is largely underexplored. To evaluate the bacterial degradation capacity of 
such dissolved aromatics in Greenlandic seawater, microcosms consisting of 0ºC 
seawater polluted with WAF were investigated over a 3-month period. With a half-life 
(t1/2) of 26 days, m-xylene was the fastest degraded compound, as measured by gas 
chromatography - mass spectrometry. Substantial slower degradation was observed for 
ethylbenzene, naphthalenes, phenanthrene, acenaphthylene, acenaphthene and 
fluorenes with t1/2 of 40–105 days. Key bacterial degraders included Cycloclasticus, 
Zhongshania aliphaticivorans and Colwellia as identified by 16S rRNA gene sequencing. 
Colwellia was the main potential degrader of m-xylene occupying up to 47% of the 
bacterial community until day 10 in the microcosms. Cycloclasticus and Z. 
aliphaticivorans, potentially utilizing one-to three-ringed aromatics, replaced Colwellia 
between day 10 and 96 and occupied up to 6% and 23% of the community, respectively. 
Although most of the WAF can ultimately be eliminated in microcosms, our results 
suggest that the restoration of an oil-impacted Arctic environment may be slow as most 
analysed compounds had t1/2 of over 2–3 months and the detrimental effects of a spill 
towards the marine ecosystem likely persist during this time. 
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Eleginops maclovinus is a sub-Antarctic notothenioid that inhabits several latitudes along 
both coasts of South America. Contrary to their Antarctic relatives, which evolved in a 
stenothermal environment, these fish are exposed to a wide range of temperatures. The 
aim of this study was to evaluate the plasticity of the cortisol response and expression of 
heat shock protein and other stress-related genes involved in physiological mechanisms 
of adaptation and the response of brain neuroamines to acute and gradual changes in 
temperature. 
To determine the time-course of the stress response a first trial evaluated the changes in 
those parameters in fish previously acclimated to 17°C and exposed to a standard stress 
test (SST) created by chasing, netting and air exposure, before returning to the tank. Fish 
(5 groups n=8) were sampled before and then at 1, 4, 24 and 48 hours after the SST.   
Secimens acclimated at 17°C, were divided in 6 experimental groups, two of which was 
challenged with a temperature shock at 10,17 or 24°C, and sacrificed at 1 or 4 hours after 
transfer. Finally, a third trial tested the impacts of long-term acclimation (over 8 days) to 
10°C or 17°C or 24°C on the outcome of a acute stress using a the same SST – a control 
and SST groups were used for each temperature. RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis 
were performed and gene expression analyzed by QPCR. Genes analyzed were hsp70, 
hsp90, Hif1a and cirbp and expression normalized using 18S ribosomal RNA. Monoamines 
were analyzed by high performance liquid chromatography with electrochemical 
detection and plasma indicators were obtained using colorimetric chemical and 
immunological assays. 
Plasma cortisol showed consistent responses to temperature change, paralleled by 
glucose and lactate in short term trials. HSPs were in general up-regulated by increasing 
temperatures in liver and headkidney while cirbp appear to be reduced by handling stress 
and air exposure. There were no evident changes in hif1a expression. Epinephrine and 
dopamine showed higher values in brains of fish at high temperature, both in those 
acutely or gradually transferred. The results suggest the stress related responses of this 
species to be adjusted to a wide range of temperatures but that fish at 24°C show 
evidence of dysregulation.  
 
Supported by FCT grants PTDC/BIAANM/3484/2014 and UIDB/04326/2020 and Fondap-IDEAL Grant 
Nº15150003. 
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Water and ion balance are critical processes to marine fish as they stand to lose water to 
the dehydrating environment. All Antarctic notothenioids are aglomerular, a feature 
likely inherited from a common ancestral. The lack of a renal filtering system is 
advantageous in marine fish, which need to retain water, and thus water and solutes are 
excreted via selective, well controlled balance between tubular secretion and absorption. 
However, in very cold conditions, interstitial water may freeze and be disruptive to cells, 
leading to death and these fish maintain elevated plasma osmolality. However, in dilute 
environments these features may be detrimental as the obligatory excretion of water will 
incur in energetic loss. We have addressed the issue looking at drinking, renal activity and 
urinary production to evaluate the ability to cope with environmental changes.  
Fish were exposed to lowered salinity or increased temperature (HT) for 5 days and blood 
plasma, urine and tissue samples collected. Osmolality and electrolyte concentration 
were measured in fluids and Na+/K+-ATPase (NKA) activity and gene expression 
determined in gills, kidney, intestine and urinary bladder. Drinking rates were evaluated 
using the phenol-red method. Localization of electrolyte transmembrane transporters 
was performed by immunohistochemistry.  
Altered conditions decreased osmolality and increased the urine produced. Urine to 
plasma ratios and urine composition were greatly altered. Sodium was the main cation in 
urine of seawater (SW) fish and Magnesium (Mg) was the most abundant in diluted 
seawater (DSW). Intestinal and renal NKA activity increased. Gill NKA activity was reduced 
in low salinity by increased by temperature. Strong NKA signal appeared in basolateral 
side and Mg-transporter in lumen of DSW renal proximal tubule. HT increased drinking 
and renal NKA activity. Both conditions increased the expression of genes coding for tight 
junction proteins and Mg-transporter and decreased the expression of putative water 
channels in intestine. Branchial ion-transporting related genes were very responsive to 
salinity but not to temperature, and gill transporter population was modified over time, 
suggesting some adaptation to low salinity.  
 
Supported by FCT through Propolar and grants PTDC/BIAANM/3484/2014 and UIDB/04326/2020. 
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Immune and endocrine system interactions is well established in mammals but has been 
less studied in teleost fish. The current state-of-the-art in fish hints at bidirectional 
communication between hormones and cytokines. In this study, the Antarctic 
Notothenioid Notothenia rossii, which radiated from a single benthic ancestor around 10 
million years ago was used to study the immunoendocrine response to a pathogen 
challenge. Experiments were performed in the Great Wall Station in King George Island 
by immersing N. rossii (30 ± 4.2 cm length and 312 ± 124.7 g weight) in sea water 
containing a bacterial endotoxin (E. coli LPS 0111:B4) or viral agonist (Poly I:C). The head-
kidney, cytokine producing lymphoid and corticoids tissue, was collected 8h after the 
immersion challenge. Enzymatic markers of the immune response and cortisol were 
measured in plasma and transcriptome sequencing of head-kidney RNA was performed. 
Plasma cortisol was not significantly different indicating an absence of a stress response 
to the immune challenge. Circulating enzymes of innate immunity were significantly 
decreased after Poly I:C challenge suggesting a systemic immune response was 
stimulated. Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) of control and immune challenged fish 
were numerous and greater than ten thousand were identified and included endocrine 
related factors (FDR < 0.05). Significant down-regulation occurred in the growth hormone 
receptor (ghr), insulin-like growth factor II (igf2) receptor, estrogen-related receptor 
gamma (esrrg), Ras-related and estrogen-regulated growth inhibitor (rerg), thyroid 
receptor-interacting protein 11 (trip11) and prolactin regulatory element-binding protein 
(preb) of fish exposed to LPS and Poly I:C. Our results indicate that endocrine factors may 
play a role in immune system defense in head-kidney with slightly differences namely in 
hormone-sensitive lipase (hsl) and thyroid hormone receptor-associated protein 3 
(thrap3) exclusively observed after LPS challenge. Further experiments need to be 
performed to establish their role in immune system of N. rossii. 
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The icy environments of the polar regions may be considered terrestrial analogues of 
some of the icy moons of Jupiter and Saturn, e.g., Europa and Enceladus. These moons 
have an ice shell covering a liquid ocean, and are potentially habitable, as they have: (1) 
elements necessary for life (carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus and sulphur 
– CHNOPS), (2) a source of energy (tidal heat, solar radiation, radioactive decay, or 
geochemical energy), and (3) liquid water. Thus, the study of terrestrial icy analogues of 
those moons are useful tools for the search of potential biosignatures. The 
“spectroscopic detection of biosignatures in natural ice samples as a proxy of icy moons 
(BIOMOON)” project aims to perform spectroscopic analysis of biosignatures present in 
terrestrial analogue samples. To achieve this, our team had performed field work in the 
Arctic, and samples were collected from a frozen river, an estuary, a bay, and a lake. 
Water samples were analysed by different spectroscopic techniques. UV-Vis absorption 
and fluorescence spectroscopies were performed, indicating the presence of humic 
matter in all the Artic water samples that our team collected. Further sample purification, 
time-resolved spectroscopy and FTIR spectroscopy will be required to confirm and 
characterize aromatic amino acids and pigments, which may be present in the samples. 
Ultimately, the work performed in the BIOMOON project may support future life 
detection space missions to icy moons in the Jovian and Saturnian systems. 
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PERMANTAR was initiated in 2007 as the University of Lisbon network of permafrost 
observatories in the Western Antarctic Peninsula. The network currently consists of 10 
boreholes from 4 to 15 m depth installed across a gradient from the Palmer archipelago 
(Amsler Island) to King George Island (Barton Peninsula), with sites also in Cierva Cove, 
Deception and Livingston islands. These observatories record air and ground 
temperatures at different depths to monitor the permafrost thermal state and evolution. 
In addition, ground deformation in Hurd rock glacier and stone-banked solifluction lobes 
in Hurd Peninsula. In January-February 2022 a field campaign was conducted to collect 
new data from four observatories in Hurd Peninsula (Livingston Island), with activities 
also in Barton Peninsula and Deception Island. In this poster, we present a synthesis of 
the activities conducted in the field and an update on permafrost temperatures at the 
observatories. PERMANTAR feeds into Joana Baptista’s PhD thesis focussing on the 
modelling of permafrost temperatures and into Henrique Zilhão’s PhD thesis on 
contaminants.  
 
This research is funded by PERMANTAR-2022 (PROPOLAR/FCT). Joana Baptista and Henrique Zilhão are 
funded by the Portuguese national funding agency for science (FCT) with the doctoral grants 
2021.05119.BD and 2021.06290.BD, respectively. 
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Antarctic terrestrial ecosystems are expected to show particular sensitivity to the 
processes of environmental change. Monitoring the vegetation distribution is key factor 
that predict environment responses to climate. The high specificity of Antarctic 
vegetation and subjective changes in microtopography are challenges when applying 
classification techniques in this region. In this study, we aimed to map the vegetation and 
substrate of ice-free areas of Demay Point, King George Island and predict the main 
performance of machine learning algorithms. We used square phytosociological survey 
to identify plant communities. We produced an orthomosaic with high resolution from 
UAV imagary and classified using models Averaged Neural Network (avNNet), Weighted 
k-Nearest Neighbors (kknn) and Random Forest (rf), based in 10 classes of training: (1) 
glacier, (2) snow cover, (3) lakes, (4) phanerogamic, (5) macroalgae, (6) moss carpet, (7) 
mixed composition, (8) fruticose lichen, (9) crustose lichen, and (10) exposed area. The 
avNNet algorithm proved to be superior in predicting the vegetation, bare soil, and 
glaciers classes, with 0.56 of accuracy, followed by Kknn (0.54) and rf (0.50). Even with 
the high accuracy of algorithms there are difficulties in predicting similar structures such 
as the high resolution in relation to the exposed soil of the glacier retreat and vegetation 
that confounds the predictor when predicting the study attributes. Despite the mixed 
vegetation communities in Antarctica, and the difficulties in classifying dominated pixels 
with mid-resolution satellite images this study demonstrated the benefits of vegetation 
mapping through high-resolution images, in addition to supporting automatic 
classification algorithms through pixel training and validation, combined with field 
sampling efforts. Under the current scenario of climate change, these results acquire high 
relevance as they suggest that the ice-free areas can be monitoring with UAV-base.    
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The analysis presented here is contributing to the main goal of the VEGETANTAR project 
(from PROPOLAR): to create a multitemporal vegetation map of the Antarctic Peninsula 
through remote sensing. The vegetation covers occur frequently in small and sparse 
patches in Antarctica, for this reason it is necessary to apply a very-high-resolution based 
methodology supported by Unoccupied Aerial Vehicles (UAV´s) surveys.  
In this case, an orthomosaic with five bands (Blue, Green, Red, Near-Infrared, Red-Edge) 
produced from a MicaSense RedEdge MX camera mounted in a DJI Phantom 4 Pro UAV 
was used. It covers an area of 62 ha close to the Spanish International Field Camp 
Peninsula Byers (Livingston Island) and its spatial resolution is close to 5 cm. The spectral 
resolution of the sensor used allows a better comparison with satellite images such as 
Worldview 2 and Sentinel 2, for the same area, facilitating a more seamless integration 
of the UAV scale in the proposed multiscale classification methodology being developed 
in other works. 
To analyse the vegetation cover, two automatic detection methodologies were 
employed, one using the RGB bands and in the other a combination of false colour was 
selected (using the Red-edge and Near-infrared bands).  In the first case, the vegetation 
thematic map was built using an object-based support vector machine classifier while, in 
the second case, a K-means cluster analysis from a NDVI index was used. The objective is 
to highlight the role of the infra-red bands in the correct identification of otherwise 
difficult to distinguish vegetation classes, such as brown moss from dead moss. 
Preliminary results show that the inclusion of the infra-red bands in the classification 
methodology makes the distinctions between vegetation communities and healthy 
vegetation and dying vegetation much more apparent. 
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Vegetation monitoring is of special interest in the Antarctic since, among others, can be 
used as a proxy of climate change. Through remote sensing, its large-scale mapping and 
monitoring can be performed for the last four decades. There are published works 
addressing this topic through satellite imagery, mainly using vegetation indices and 
thresholding on high resolution images at Landsat scale imagery. These methodologies, 
although simple and computationally unexpensive, lack in the precision to detect some 
part of the vegetation population and variations in the vegetation covers, given the 
subpixel scale of many occurring changes. For this purpose, a test area, Barton Peninsula 
(King George Island), was chosen to develop a methodology by which the classification 
task will be improved, aiming at the betterment of vegetation identification and 
subsequent study of the climate impact on the ecosystem. Barton Peninsula constitutes 
an adequate training ground for this stage of the methodology due to the availability of 
extended ground-truthing and highly detailed orthomosaics built after Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicles (UAV) surveys in 2 recent campaigns (2018 and 2019), with a spatial resolution 
of about 2 cm/pixel. Moreover, several multispectral satellite images were also retrieved 
for this peninsula, in similar dates, of both high resolution (HR) and very high resolution 
(VHR): WorldView2, QuickBird, Sentinel2 and Landsat8 with 2, 2.4, 10 and 30 m/pixel, 
respectively. The sequential robust classification of vegetation through the decreasing 
spatial resolutions (or increasing pixel sizes) of these images is crucial to quantify the 
temporal changes, since its multiple decadal detection relies only on Landsat imagery due 
to its historic availability (since the late 1970s). A range of machine learning approaches, 
mainly support vector machines and deep learning, together with spectral unmixing 
techniques, are being successfully employed in sequence to reach the most accurate 
vegetation thematic maps. The selection and calibration of the classifiers vary concerning 
how the pixel scale relates to the average size of the vegetation patches. The quantitative 
classification performances obtained demonstrate the adequacy of the chosen mapping 
approach.  
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Thaw ponds result from the collapse, erosion and subsidence of ice-rich permafrost 
ground, being a significant and widespread abrupt permafrost thaw mechanism in the 
Arctic and Subarctic. They form in organic or inorganic deposits showing diverse optical 
properties and different interactions with the climate system. Due to the small size of the 
ponds (< 1 hectare), remoteness and abundance, their biogeochemical role and 
significance are not clearly understood and cannot be tracked using traditional survey 
and sampling methods. New remote sensing platforms like PlanetScope, formed by 130 
nanosatellites orbiting the Earth and acquiring 3 m spatial resolution imagery, along with 
non-linear image classification algorithms based on Deep Learning, allow for the 
automatic and consistent regional delineation of ponds. This is a critical step for better 
understanding their morphological changes and biogeochemical significance. Here, we 
apply an instance segmentation algorithm (Mask-RCNN) using a large training dataset of 
thermokarst/glacial ponds/lakes, as well as coasts and rivers. An iterative process of re-
training the algorithm in different Arctic and Subarctic landscapes allowed for an average 
precision score of 0.75. We assess the accuracy and confidence of the algorithm and its 
ability to detect morphological changes in lakes over time using two scales: 1) regional-
scale, based on very high-resolution satellite imagery; 2) local-scale using ultra-high 
resolution drone imagery. The implementation of the algorithm in the boreal forest-
tundra zone of Eastern Hudson Bay, Northern Quebec, from the sporadic to the transition 
permafrost zones, reveals densities of more than 200 thermokarst lakes per square 
kilometer in some valleys. We present the results and a comparison with other types of 
lakes in the region, discussing the significance of the thermokarst lake hotspots. The 
shareable algorithm will be available in the future and can be easily implemented in 
ArcGIS Pro or TensorFlow (Python) using PlanetScope imagery. 
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Permafrost can contain between 1100 and 1500 Pg (Pg = 1015 g) of carbon in the form of 
organic matter (OM). Due to climate change, the temperature has been rising causing 
permafrost thaw, which might result in the formation of thermokarst lakes. In those lakes, 
the degradation of dissolved organic matter (DOM) plays an important role in greenhouse 
gases (GHG) release. 
In March 2022, water samples were collected in three thermokarst lakes (SAS-1A, SAS-
1B, and SAS-2A) near the communities of Whapmagoostui-Kuujjuarapik, Nunavik (QC, 
Canada). Water column samples were filtered at 0.2μm and stored refrigerated at 4ºC.  
Spectroscopic analyses were done in all the samples for DOM characterization. UV-Visible 
and fluorescence spectroscopy were performed using HORIBA Aqualog. In fluorescence 
analysis, post-processing was made to diminish any interference, such as Rayleigh, Mie, 
and Raman scattering, and inner filter effect correction.  
From intensity measurements, several parameters were calculated. In UV-Visible 
spectroscopy, absorption coefficient, absorption ratios, and specific ultraviolet 
absorbance were analyzed. On fluorescence spectroscopy, were performed the indexes 
of fluorescence, humification, freshness, and biological, and peak ratios C:A, C:T, A:T, and 
C:M.  
Results from fluorescence spectroscopy showed that the three lakes have a predominant 
terrestrial source, SAS-1A and SAS-1B present significant humic character, while SAS-2A 
also has the presence of autochthonous matter. Regarding humification process, SAS-1A 
and SAS-1B present similar values on peak ratios, whereas in SAS-2A is noticeable some 
variations throughout the profile, indicating a decrease of humification from surface to 
bottom depth.  
Parallel Factor Analysis (PARAFAC) was performed to obtain a model to identify the 
predominant fluorophores and better interpret the general region composition 
characterization. 
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Arctic permafrost coasts represent about 34% of the Earth’s coastline, with long sections 
affected by high erosion rates, increasingly threatening coastal communities. Year-round 
reduction in Arctic Sea ice is forecasted and by the end of the 21st century, models 
indicate a decrease in sea ice area from 43 to 94% in September and from 8 to 34% in 
February (IPCC, 2014). An increase of the ice-free season leads to a longer exposure to 
wave action. Monitoring the Arctic coasts is limited by remoteness, climate harshness 
and difficulty of access for direct surveying, but also, when using satellite remote sensing, 
by frequent high cloudiness conditions and by illumination. In order to overcome these 
limitations, four sites at the Beaufort Sea Coast (Border, Komakuk, Stokes and Kay Point) 
have been selected for monitoring using very high-resolution microwave X-band staring 
spotlight TerraSAR imagery. Bluff top and water lines were digitised from images acquired 
during the ice-free seasons of 2019, 2020 and 2021 at sub-monthly time-steps. The 
effects of coastal exposure on delineation accuracy in relation to satellite overpass 
geometry have been assessed and coastal changes have been quantified and compared 
to climate and marine forcing data. The results show that TSX imagery allows for 
monitoring and quantifying coastal changes at sub-monthly intervals and following the 
evolution of geomorphic dynamics, such as block collapses and lake drainage. This shows 
that high resolution microwave imagery has a strong potential for significantly advancing 
coastal monitoring in remote Arctic areas.  
 
This research is part of project Nunataryuk funded under the European Union's Horizon 2020 Research and 
Innovation Programme (grant agreement no. 773421).  
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The global increase in temperatures and its environmental impacts has been showing 
important impacts, especially in the Arctic and Subarctic. Permafrost is thawing rapidly, 
and fast-paced changes are observed in many northern landscapes. In ice-rich settings in 
the discontinuous and sporadic permafrost zones, such as the Canadian Subarctic, soil 
degradation, increased growth and expansion of shrubs and trees, and the formation of 
thermokarst ponds are commonly observed changes. As a result of this thaw, previously 
frozen organic carbon is mobilized and made available for microbial decomposition, 
constituting positive feedback to global warming. This poster presents a summary of the 
September 2022 PERMAMERC field campaign on the southeastern shore of Ungava Bay, 
8 km northwest of Kangiqsualujjuaq, in a glacial valley within the forest-tundra transition. 
It presents a complex set of geoecological units associated with geomorphological 
formations, which result from an history of deglaciation, marine submergence, 
emergence, permafrost aggradation, and thaw, which impacts vegetation distribution 
and biogeochemical cycling. The field campaign aimed to collect ultra-high resolution 
optical and multispectral remote sensing data for the spatial characterization and analysis 
of the geoecological units. Spectral signatures of vegetation communities were collected 
to support mapping. Pond water was sampled and analysed for physico-chemical 
characteristics.  
 
This research is made within the PERMAMERC project - Mercury Biogeochemistry, Fate and Impact in 
Permafrost Thaw Ecosystem, funded by the Foundation for Science and Technology, Portugal. 
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With the current and constant threat of climatic conditions and, consequently, with the 
increase of water temperature, and the intensification of the influx of heat from the 
Atlantic water to the Arctic (a phenomenon known as Atlantification) and the melting of 
icebergs, analysis and investigation on the diversity and function of planktonic 
microbiomes of the Atlantic Ocean must be done. With this in mind, and under the 
auspices of TINYARCTIC (Deciphering the planktonic microbiome and its functions in a 
Changing Arctic) and ConnectOceans (Connecting the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans to 
decipher the impact of Climate Change on the function of Planktonic Microbiomes) 
projects, CIIMAR researchers (Dr. Miguel Semedo and Eva Lopes) participated in the 
Kongsfjorden weekly monitoring program that ran from May to August 2022, led by the 
Norwegian Polar Program (NPI). The researchers participated in weekly planktonic 
monitoring campaigns collecting water samples at six different depths, from the surface 
to the bottom (5 m, 15 m, 25 m, 50 m, 150 m, 300 m). The collected water is separated 
on site for different analyzes to be carried out later in the laboratory, namely 
measurements of dissolved inorganic carbon, dissolved organic matter, O18 isotope, 
nutrients, and phytoplankton taxonomic analysis. In addition to these samples, water is 
also collected for subsequent filtration and analysis of chlorophyll-A, carbon and 
particulate organic nitrogen, and genomic analysis of the microbial community. This 
campaign, together with those obtained in the other years of the monitoring program 
(since the year 2016) are generating a unique dataset of the Arctic Ocean microbiome at 
an extended time scale providing new insights into the Arctic microplankton response to 
global warming and the impact of the Atlantification of the Arctic Ocean. 
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